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Emotional stimuli have been shown to automatically hijack attention, hindering the detection of
forthcoming targets. Mindfulness is deﬁned as a present moment non-judgemental attentional
stance that can be cultivated by meditation practices, but that may present interindividual
variability in the general population. The mechanisms underlying modiﬁcation in emotional
reactivity linked to mindfulness are still a matter of debate. In particular, it is not clear whether
mindfulness is associated with a diminished emotional response, or with faster recovery. We
presented participants with target pictures embedded in a rapid visual presentation stream. The
targets could be preceded by negative, neutral or scrambled critical distractors. We showed that
dispositional mindfulness, in particular the Non-reacting facet, was related to faster disengagement of attention from emotional stimuli. These results could have implications for mood disorders characterised by an exaggerated attentional bias toward emotional stimuli, such as anxiety
and post-traumatic stress disorders.

1. Introduction
Eﬃciently detecting salient environmental information certainly had an adaptive value for our ancestors, since rapidly processing
a possible threat or a source of forage presents obvious survival beneﬁts. Emotionally laden stimuli are a paradigmatic example of
biologically salient information. Nevertheless, in some cases, the automatic capture of cognitive resources by emotional stimuli is
counterproductive. If attention is hijacked by events that are not relevant to the task at hand, execution of the task could be compromised. This phenomenon is exempliﬁed by the Emotional Attentional Blink eﬀect, consisting in a reduced ability to detect an
imperative stimulus when it is closely preceded by an irrelevant emotional distractor (e.g., McHugo, Olatunji, & Zald, 2013). A
ﬂexible management of emotional information appears, therefore, to be a key feature of healthy cognitive functioning. Indeed,
aberrant attentional bias toward emotional stimuli has been repeatedly reported in diﬀerent psychiatric conditions (Cisler & Koster,
2010; Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996).
Mindfulness is thought to foster ﬂexible and adaptive emotional responses, even if the mechanisms producing this eﬀect are still
controversial. Expert mindfulness meditators have been reported to show less neural anticipatory activity and faster habituation to
aversive events (pain), compared to novices (Lutz, McFarlin, Perlman, Salomons, & Davidson, 2013). Interestingly, this pattern was
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accompanied by a stronger activation in pain related brain regions (e.g., insula) during painful stimulation. Another study, comparing
expert and novice meditators, reported that when viewing negative pictures in a mindful state, both groups subjectively reported a
decreased emotional response. Nonetheless, neuroimaging ﬁndings showed that this was achieved by two diﬀerent neural pathways.
Novices showed decreased activity in an emotion-related brain structure – the amygdala – that was not observed in experts, whereas
the latter only showed a deactivation of default mode regions (Taylor et al., 2011). These ﬁndings suggest, in line with the proposition of a recent review (Chiesa, Serretti, & Jakobsen, 2013), that the emotional dynamic in novices is characterised by top-down
control mechanisms, while in experts it is linked to a reduced cognitive reactivity to emotional stimuli.
Non-reacting and non-judgement are key constructs of diﬀerent psychological models of mindfulness, deﬁned both as a quality of
awareness developed through the practice of meditation, but also as a personality trait, presenting interindividual variations among
the general population (Baer, Smith, Hopkins, Krietemeyer, & Toney, 2006). Although the tools assessing dispositional mindfulness
have been criticised (e.g., Grossman, 2011), recent studies have shown that self-reported dispositional mindfulness is linked to
structural and functional variability in brain structures related to attentional (e.g., fronto-parietal and salience networks) and
emotional (e.g., amygdala and medial frontal regions) processes (Kong, Wang, Song, & Liu, 2016; Lu et al., 2014; Murakami et al.,
2012; Taren, Creswell, & Gianaros, 2013; Zhuang et al., 2017). These results suggest that the construct validity of self-reported
dispositional mindfulness scales is satisfactory.
Surprisingly, few studies have directly investigated the link between dispositional mindfulness and emotional processing. Two
studies reported that trait mindfulness was associated with an increased neural signature of implicit (Creswell, Way, Eisenberger, &
Lieberman, 2007) and explicit emotion regulation (Modinos, Ormel, & Aleman, 2010). An EEG study showed that a higher mindfulness trait was related to a weaker neural marker of emotional response (Late Positive Potential – LPP), for both pleasant and
unpleasant stimuli (Brown, Goodman, & Inzlicht, 2012). Nevertheless, a more recent study failed to replicate the association between
trait mindfulness, LPP amplitude and other physiological markers of emotional arousal (Cosme & Wiens, 2015). While the reason for
this inconsistency is unclear, the absence of emotion modulation in its generative phase is coherent with the aforementioned results
(Lutz et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2011), as well as with the core deﬁnition of mindfulness. Indeed, mindfulness is not conceptualised as
a dampening of emotional reaction, but rather as a stance of open awareness and acceptance to experiences of all kinds. Moreover,
while the LPP is usually understood as a marker of automatic attention toward emotional stimuli, it can be modulated by motivational or voluntary control processes (Hajcak, Dunning, & Foti, 2009). Thus, these studies might not be well suited to directly
investigate how early automatic emotion-directed attentional mechanisms are modulated by dispositional mindfulness.
The main aim of the present work was to study the relationship between dispositional mindfulness and early attentional capture
by emotional stimuli in a population naive to meditation practice. We took advantage of the Emotional Attentional Blink (EAB) eﬀect.
This phenomenon arises when, in a rapid serial visual presentation stream, the presence of an emotionally irrelevant arousing
stimulus transiently hinders the detection of a subsequent target. The duration of this emotion-induced blindness could be considered
as a measure of the attentional eﬃciency in disengaging from the emotional distractor and refocusing on the task (e.g., McHugo et al.,
2013). We measured the detection threshold for target pictures that were preceded by three types of critical distractors: negative,
neutral, and scrambled images. Our main hypothesis was that a higher dispositional mindfulness would be related to a faster attentional recovery in the emotional (i.e., negative) condition. To further investigate the underlying mechanism, we added a surprise
recognition task for the critical distractors. We hypothesized that if the reduction of the delay needed to detect the target in participants with higher mindfulness traits was due to a lower attentional capture, we should expect poorer memory performances
compared to participants with low mindfulness traits. On the contrary, if this eﬀect is supported by a faster attentional disengagement, no diﬀerences should be observed in the recognition rate. These results would make it possible to clarify whether mindfulness
is linked to emotional dampening (lower attentional capture) or to an acceptance stance toward emotional stimuli (faster attentional
disengagement).
2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
Participants were 34 French native volunteers recruited through advertisement. Exclusion criteria were any neurological or
psychiatric disease, and the practice of any form of meditation. Two participants were excluded due to technical problems, and three
were removed for having outlying discrimination scores (see Section 3). The ﬁnal sample was composed of 29 participants (Age:
29.55 ± 12.99, 62% female). All participants were informed of the academic nature of the study and accepted that their responses
would be processed anonymously. The local ethics committee approved the study.
2.2. Questionnaires
The mindfulness trait was assessed using the Five Facets Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ; Baer et al., 2008; French version,
Heeren, Douilliez, Peschard, Debrauwere, & Philippot, 2011). The FFMQ contains 39 items measuring 5 diﬀerent components:
Observing, Describing, Acting with Awareness, Non-judging and Non-reacting. Observing refers to the ability of attending to internal and
external events; Describing refers to the tendency and the ability to verbally label internal experiences; Acting with Awareness is linked
to attending to one’s present activities; Non-judging is related to a non-evaluative stance of one’s own feelings and thoughts; Nonreacting describes the tendency to allow one’s own feelings and thoughts to pass by without getting caught up in them.
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Fig. 1. The EAB procedure. The critical distractor is outlined in red, and the target in blue. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

2.3. Emotional attentional blink task
2.3.1. Stimuli
We selected 423 pictures from the Aﬀective Picture System (NAPS; Marchewka, Żurawski, Jednoróg, & Grabowska, 2014), a
standardized, high-quality, realistic picture database, based on normative data for arousal and valence. Among them, 297 pictures
representing landscapes or objects (arousal between 3 and 5, on a scale from 1 = very negative to 9 = very positive, with
5 = neutral; valence between 4.25 and 5.75, on a scale from 1 = relaxed to 9 = aroused, with 5 = neutral/ambivalent) composed the
distractor pool. The 126 remaining pictures represented faces or people and were used as critical distractors. Among them, 63 were
emotionally neutral (following the same criteria as distractors and targets), and 63 were emotionally negative (arousal > 6.5,
Valence < 3). For each participant, 42 negative critical distractors (2/3 of the available items), 42 neutral critical distractors, and
126 pictures from the distractor pool for the target set, with an equal number of landscapes and objects were randomly selected
among the total pool. The remaining critical distractors were used as lures in the subsequent recognition task. The software then
created a third set of critical distractors by scrambling the selected negative critical distractors. This condition was used as a control
for low-level visual features of the stimuli.

2.3.2. Detection
Participants were tested on a 24-inch monitor (1920 × 1080, 60 Hz) at a distance of 80 cm. The experiment was programmed in
Python 3.5 using the Neuropsydia module (Makowski & Dutriaux, 2017). The main task consisted of 126 trials equally distributed in
3 conditions: negative, neutral and scrambled. Each condition consisted of 42 trials, including 36 target trials and 6 catch trials (i.e.,
that did not contain any target). In target trials, the target consisted of a picture ﬂipped upside down. In addition to the target, each
trial included one critical distractor (deﬁning the condition) as well as 15 distractor pictures randomly picked with replacement out
of the distractor pool. Within each trial sequence (see Fig. 1), the 17 pictures were presented on a neutral grey background in the
centre of the computer screen (60 Hz refresh) for 100 ms (6 frames). The critical distractor position in the sequence randomly varied
between position 3 and 6. The target was positioned within the 8 subsequent pictures, depending on the SOA (varying between
100 ms, i.e., the target immediately following the critical distractor; and 800 ms, the target being preceded by 7 distractors). Distractor pictures ﬁlled the remaining positions. The task of the participants was to carefully attend to the sequence of pictures and
detect the picture that was ﬂipped upside down. At the end of each trial, participants were asked whether they had detected the
target, with a binary yes/no answer (detection). If the participant answered “yes”, they were asked whether the picture was a
landscape or object (discrimination). The SOA varied following a condition wise one-up-one-down staircase procedure. The starting
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SOA was always set at 800 ms; it decreased by 100 ms when the participant detected the target, and increased by 100 ms in the
contrary case (catch trial responses were not considered for staircase adjustment).
2.3.3. Recognition
After the Detection phase participants were requested to ﬁll in the questionnaire (≈20 min). During the recognition phase the 42
neutral and the 42 negative critical distractors were randomly presented, intermixed with 42 new stimuli (half neutral and half
negative). To disentangle the phenomenological level of recollection, we used an RKG procedure (Gardiner, 2001). For each stimulus,
the participants could answer No (“The picture was not presented”), Guess (“I suppose that the picture was presented”), Know (“I
know that the picture was presented”) and Remember (“I remember that the picture was presented, I can re-experience the encoding
context”). Finally, participants were thanked and debriefed.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using R (R Development Core Team, 2008) and the psycho (Makowski, 2018), the BayesFactor
(Morey, Rouder, & Jamil, 2015) and the rstanarm (Gabry & Goodrich, 2016) packages. The analysis was performed in the Bayesian
framework as it appeared more reliable, with better accuracy in noisy or small data samples, a more straightforward interpretation
and less prone to type I error (Andrews & Baguley, 2013; Etz and Vandekerckhove, 2016; Kruschke, 2010; Kruschke, Aguinis, & Joo,
2012; Wagenmakers et al., 2018). Bayesian inference was done using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Bayes factors
(BF) for t-tests and ANOVAs were interpreted using Jeﬀreys (1961) heuristics (Jarosz & Wiley, 2014). For the general linear models,
all priors were set as mildly informative (normal distributions with mean = 0). For all mixed models, participants were set as the
random factor. For all models, we report several characteristics of the posterior distribution of the eﬀects: the median (a robust
estimate comparable to the beta from frequentist linear models), MAD (median absolute deviation, a robust equivalent of standard
deviation) and the 90% credible interval. Moreover, for the mixed models, instead of the p value as an index of eﬀect existence, we
also computed the maximum probability of eﬀect (MPE), i.e., the maximum probability that the eﬀect is diﬀerent from 0 in the
median’s direction. For our analyses, we will consider an eﬀect as probable if its MPE is higher than 90%.
3. Results
3.1. Manipulation check
3.1.1. False detection ratio
For each participant, we computed the ratio of “detected” answers in the catch trials (Mean = 0.20, SD = 0.19). These false
detection ratios were half-normally distributed, revealing three outliers (with a ratio exceeding the mean by 1.96 standard deviations) that were removed for the remaining analysis.
3.1.2. Staircase convergence
To check whether the staircase procedure converged, we compared the probability that the actual performance was diﬀerent
(alternative hypothesis) from the expected performance (frequency of detection equal to 0.5, the null hypothesis). There was
moderate (for the negative condition) and anecdotal (for neutral and scrambled) evidence against the alternative hypothesis
(Mnegative = 0.49, SD = 0.17, BF = 0.20; Mneutral = 0.54, SD = 0.18, BF = 0.34; Mscrambled = 0.53, SD = 0.21, BF = 0.34), suggesting an eﬀective staircase convergence. Additionally, the Bayesian one-way ANOVA suggested moderate evidence in favour of the
null hypothesis (BF = 0.16).
3.1.3. Correct discrimination
To ensure that participants responded “detected” when they had genuinely detected the target, we veriﬁed whether the ratio of
correct discrimination was greater than chance (0.5). There is extreme evidence that correct discrimination ratios were diﬀerent from
0.5 in all conditions (Mnegative = 0.65 ± 0.12, BF > 100; Mneutral = 0.69 ± 0.11, BF > 100; Mscrambled = 0.72 ± 0.12,
BF > 100). Additionally, the one-way ANOVA comparing the discrimination ratio between the three conditions yielded anecdotal
evidence in favour of the null hypothesis (BF = 0.62).
3.2. Emotional attentional blink eﬀect
3.2.1. Detection threshold
The detection threshold (DT) for each participant and each condition was computed as the mean SOA at each inversion point (i.e.,
items for which the SOA at n − 1 = n + 1). We ﬁtted a Bayesian linear mixed model with the DT as outcome variable and the
condition as ﬁxed factor. The overall model explained about 78% (R2 median) of the outcome’s variance. The model's intercept (the
neutral condition) was at 478.32 (see Fig. 2A). Within this model, only the negative condition led to a diﬀerent (higher) threshold
(Negative: Median = 75.13, MAD = 29.28, 90% CI [27.41, 126.58], MPE = 99.33%; Scrambled: Median = −18.10, MAD = 29.64,
90% CI [−64.91, 32.79], MPE = 73.20%). Additionally, an estimated marginal means comparison showed that the negative condition also led to a higher threshold compared to the scrambled condition (Median = 93.50, MAD = 29.09, 90% CI [44.65, 140.85],
MPE = 99.85%). See Fig. 2B.
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Fig. 2. The eﬀect of condition on the SOA (top) and detection threshold (bottom). Top: The SOA started at 800 ms for the three conditions, then
varied ( ± 100 ms) depending on the participant’s detection answer. The bold line represents a 3rd order polynomial ﬁt of the mean evolution
(represented by the thin line), and the ribbon represents its 95% conﬁdence level interval. Bottom: The detection threshold (mean SOA at each
inversion point) estimated marginal means. The points represent the medians of the posterior distributions and the bars their 90% credible intervals.

3.2.2. Recognition
Due to technical problems, 2 participants did not carry out the recognition task. For the remaining participants, we computed the
number of each recognition answer type (“Remember”, “Know”, “Guess” and “No”) for the negative and neutral condition (scrambled
pictures were not presented in the recognition task). Moreover, this score was separately computed for critical distractors followed by
a detected or a non-detected target. Due to the low number of recognition answers other than “No” (see Fig. 3A), we grouped the
other types of responses together and created a binary recognition factor.
Then, we ﬁtted a Bayesian logistic mixed model to predict the probability of recognition of the critical distractors with emotion
(negative/neutral) conditions and target detection (detected/not-detected) as ﬁxed factors. The model explained about 11% of the
outcome’s variance. The model's intercept (negative and undetected target) was at −1.61. Within this model, in the negative condition, the target detection was related to a lower probability of distractor recognition (Median = −0.49, MAD = 0.18, 90% CI
[−0.79, −0.19], MPE = 99.57%). This relationship interacted with the neutral condition, in which the target detection was related
to a higher probability of distractor recognition (Median = 0.94, MAD = 0.26, 90% CI [0.49, 1.36], MPE = 99.97%). Moreover,
when the target was not detected, the negative condition, compared to the neutral one, was related to a higher probability of
recognition (Median = 0.57, MAD = 0.20, 90% CI [0.26, 0.88], MPE = 99.87%). On the contrary, when the target was detected, the
20
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Fig. 3. Answer type proportion (top) and recognition probability for critical distractors (bottom) depending on the condition and the subsequent
target detection. The analysis shows that all levels (contrasts) are statistically diﬀerent.

negative condition, compared to the neutral one, was associated with a lower probability of recognition (Median = −0.57,
MAD = 0.20, 90% CI [−0.88, −0.26], MPE = 99.87%). See Fig. 3B.
3.3. The eﬀect of mindfulness
3.3.1. Detection threshold
To investigate the interaction between the detection threshold and mindfulness, we ﬁtted a Bayesian multiple linear regression
model to predict the detection threshold in the negative condition with the 5 mindfulness facets measured by the FFMQ. All variables
were standardized, so that the coeﬃcients (expressed in terms of standard deviations) drawn from the diﬀerent models can be
interpreted using Cohen (1988) d set of rules of thumb (0.2, 0.5, 0.8 corresponding respectively to small, medium and large eﬀects).
The Bayesian framework, returning a distribution of values instead of a single coeﬃcient, reports the probability of each eﬀect size
category. The model explained about 39% of the outcome’s variance. The model's intercept was at 0.0051. Within this model, only
the linear relationship between the detection threshold and the Non-reacting facet was probable (Median = −0.47, MAD = 0.17,
90% CI [−0.76, −0.20], MPE = 99.55%, see Fig. 4A) and can be considered as large, medium, small and very small with respective
probabilities of 2.85%, 39.85%, 52.05% and 4.80%. The full model is presented in Supplementary Statistics.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the Non-reacting mindfulness trait and target detection threshold (top) and critical distractor recognition (bottom).
Top: the bold line represents the median of the eﬀect (based on the Bayesian linear model), and the thin lines represent all the draws from the
posterior distribution (all possible eﬀects compatible with our data). Bottom: The median relationship (based on the Bayesian logistic mixed model)
between Non-reacting and the probability of critical distractor recognition for negative and neutral critical distractors, when the subsequent target
was detected or not.

3.3.2. Recognition
To test if the same mindfulness facet (Non-reacting) modulating the detection threshold was related to distractor recognition
performances, we added it within the logistic model predicting the recognition score. The model predicted about 11% of the outcome’s variance. The model's intercept (neutral condition, undetected target, and mean (0) Non-reacting) was at −2.22. Critically for
this model, Non-reacting appeared to be unrelated to recognition for the neutral-undetected (Median = −0.019, MAD = 0.26, 90%
CI [−0.45, 0.42], MPE = 52.67%), and neutral-detected conditions (Median = 0.16, MAD = 0.20, 90% CI [−0.14, 0.52],
MPE = 79.63%). However, in the negative and undetected target condition, higher Non-reacting is linked to higher recognition
probability (Median = 0.33, MAD = 0.22, 90% CI [−0.047, 0.67], MPE = 93.53%). Moreover, this positive link is dampened when
the target is detected (Median = −0.37, MAD = 0.27, 90% CI [−0.78, 0.11], MPE = 91%). See Fig. 4B. The full model is presented
in Supplementary Statistics.
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4. Discussion
In the present work, we tested the link between dispositional mindfulness and automatic capture of attention by emotional
stimuli. The main ﬁndings were that higher trait mindfulness, speciﬁcally the Non-reacting facet, was associated with a shorter
attentional recovery, after emotional critical distractors. This eﬀect was even paired with an increase in the probability of recognising
the negative distractors, more pronounced for those distractors that were followed by a detection failure. Taken together, these
results suggest that higher Non-reacting is not associated with less attentional engagement toward irrelevant emotional distractors,
but rather with a faster disengagement.
We ﬁrst conducted a series of analyses to ensure that our staircase version of the EAB was eﬀective in capturing the cognitive
processes we wished to study. We basically replicated existing results by showing that a negative picture, presented in a rapid visual
stream, automatically captured attentional resources, thus hindering, for a longer interval compared to neutral and scrambled pictures, the conscious detection of a subsequent target. This eﬀect was not caused by the content of the pictures (i.e., humans), which
was shared by both the neutral and the negative pictures, nor by the low-level perceptual features (e.g., colours, brightness), shared
by both the negative and the scrambled pictures, but rather by the emotional nature of the stimuli. The aﬀective nature of the
distractors and the successful detection of the target interactively modulated the probability of recognition of critical distractors.
Negative distractors that successfully interfered with target detection were associated with higher recognition performance, suggesting a deeper processing of these distractors likely due to higher attentional capture. On the contrary, neutral distractors were
better recognized when they were followed by successful target detection. This might be explained by a modiﬁcation in the attentional capture dynamics: neutral pictures could have played a warning role, fostering attentional preparation. These results corroborate the attentional nature of the emotional attentional blink eﬀect (Mathewson, Arnell, & Mansﬁeld, 2008).
The main ﬁnding is that higher Non-reacting scores measured by the FFMQ were associated with a faster attentional recovery in
the negative condition, but not with lower recognition performances for the emotional distractors. We interpret these results as a
more ﬂexible allocation of attention between irrelevant emotional stimuli and task salient information. These ﬁndings are coherent
with those reported by Slagter et al. (2007), employing a standard attentional blink task, of better allocation of limited brain
resources between stimuli competing for attention, and expand these results to emotional stimuli. Accordingly, this facet of mindfulness refers to the tendency to allow one’s own feelings and thoughts to pass by without getting caught up in them. Non-reacting is a
core feature of mindfulness, and can be seen as a component of accepting present-moment experience without reacting impulsively
(Baer et al., 2006). This deﬁnition is, thus, coherent with the faster recovery of attentional resources after the negative images
reported here.
Interestingly, Most, Chun, Widders, and Zald (2005) reported that participants with a high score in harm avoidance, a personality
trait related to anxiety and negatively associated with mindfulness Non-reacting (Baer et al., 2006), were unable to reduce the EAB
eﬀect under instruction meant to facilitate ignoring the emotional stimulus. In a following study, the same authors found that high
harm avoidance volunteers showed increased amygdala activity in reaction to negative critical distractors that they failed to ignore
(Most, Chun, Johnson, & Kiehl, 2006). The eﬀect observed here could be analogously assigned to a lesser amygdala engagement in
participants with higher Non-reacting scores. This would be coherent with the results of one study reporting a negative correlation
between mindfulness trait and amygdala grey matter volume (Taren et al., 2013). Nevertheless, Taren et al. employed a diﬀerent
measure of dispositional mindfulness, the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown & Ryan, 2003). Thus, their results can
hardly be compared to ours. Moreover, a recent paper reported a diﬀerential association between the MAAS and FFMQ scores and
regional brain anatomy. In particular, the Non-reacting score was uniquely related with diminished cortical thickness in the superior
prefrontal cortex (Zhuang et al., 2017). The functional meaning of this association is not clear, and can even seem counterintuitive,
given the role of this region in cognitive control processes (Boisgueheneuc et al., 2006). Interestingly, decreased grey matter volume
in the same region has been reported to negatively correlate with divergent thinking in healthy subjects (Tu, Kuan, Li, & Su, 2017).
Moreover, Chen et al. (2014) found an inverse relationship between creativity and resting-state functional connectivity between
superior prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices. This correlation was fully mediated by cognitive ﬂexibility abilities. These results
suggest that Non-reacting could be related to neural signatures of cognitive ﬂexibility, a main feature of mindfulness (Moore &
Malinowski, 2009). However, considering the behavioural nature of our study, this interpretation is, at the moment, largely speculative, advocating for future neuroimaging investigations.
In summary, our results suggest that the aﬀective beneﬁts associated with mindfulness could be linked to the modiﬁcation of early
automatic attentional processes, rather than enhanced top-down cognitive control mechanisms. In particular, mindfulness appears to
support a faster recovery, or disengagement, of cognitive resources from emotional stimuli, rather than dampening the emotional
response per se. An obvious limitation of the present study is that our conclusions are based on a correlational approach, making
interpretations in terms of causal relations very speculative. Future longitudinal studies are mandatory for shedding light on the
causal role of mindfulness on the early attentional processes toward emotional stimuli. These ﬁndings cast new light on the possible
mechanisms underlying mindfulness intervention eﬃciency in diﬀerent mood disorders, since exaggerated attentional capture by
emotional stimuli has been reported, for example, in post-traumatic stress disorder (Olatunji, Armstrong, McHugo, & Zald, 2013) and
anxiety (Olatunji, Ciesielski, Armstrong, Zhao, & Zald, 2011). Future research, employing tasks similar to that of the present study,
could investigate the impact of mindfulness-based psychotherapeutic interventions on both the neural and behavioural early response
to emotional stimuli in these populations.
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